There's no better way to get a jump on spring than with our fun Young Rembrandts drawing and cartooning class. Your student will be exposed to the excitement of drawing and animating dinosaur expressions and funny anime characters. These drawings will delight our students as they learn how to draw dynamic figures and action-filled scenes. Your funny bone will be tickled when you see the humorous, floral-inspired personas created in our flower characters lesson. And we'll have an enormous amount of fun as we draw cartoon animals of all shapes and sizes doing their favorite hobbies. Sign up today!

**NEW LESSONS EVERY WEEK!**

Join Us at Tavelli Elementary
(Grades K-5)

Fridays
3:30pm - 4:30pm
3/22/2024- 5/17/2024
(No Class 4/19)

Tuition
2 INSTALLMENTS/8-wk session of $60.00*
FULL PAYMENT of $120/8-wk session

**Enrollment**
https://www.youngrembrandts.com/fortcollinsco-cheyennewy/view-classes-enroll/

*The session fee includes supplies. Scholarships are available.

970-818-3054
www.youngrembrandts.com/fortcollinsco-cheyennewy/
kristee.jones@youngrembrandts.com